HIGHLIGHTING A BARRIER FREE TORONTO

AccessTO is a not for profit organization that was created after a
group of health professionals felt that there was a need for more
in-depth reviews of the physical environments in our community.

• Through our blog www.accessto.ca , users can view
detailed accessibility audits of over 300 establishments in
Toronto.
• Our readership community includes wheelchair users,
caregivers, business owners and parents pushing strollers.
AccessTO is a dependable guide to ensure they will not be
met with any physical barriers when enjoying this great city
• We are passionate about improving accessibility in Toronto
by spotlighting businesses that are doing it right

AccessTO is fully run by a volunteer Board of
Directors – a group of individuals from various
disciplines who are passionate about improving
accessibility in Toronto
AccessTO is entering its 6th year of providing
the city with this much-needed information –
information that is researched and crafted
specifically for the AccessTO community by our
trained volunteers.

In the last year, we've started working with partners on developing:
•New training materials that will allow us to train more volunteers faster
•A revenue generation strategy that will help us ensure long-term organizational
stability.
•Collaborative relationships with the City of Toronto

How are the spaces reviewed?
•Accessibility reviews are free of charge and voluntary, with establishments being contacted
in advance of visit for approval
•Our team of volunteers are screened and trained to ensure they are able to assess a space
with an established criteria list
•The AccessTO criteria for evaluating a space is modeled after a best in class standard-The
City of London’s Facility Accessibility Design Standards (FADS) and includes:
•
•
•

Accessible entrance
Accessible washroom
Standard height tables

Other criteria we have adapted:
• Transit/Parking/Access to sidewalks
• Sensory (light/sound/printed signs/menus)

If the venue meets the minimal
accessibility criteria, the
volunteer will do a write-up on
the space and it will get featured
on AccessTO.ca

Why is AccessTO important?
The AODA sets out to create standards in 5 areas: customer service,
employment, communications, transportation, and design of public spaces.
Unfortunately, this is also the order of development
As we wait for employees at the Canadian Standards Association to publish set
criteria for restaurant patrons in Toronto to follow, we should take note of the
already barrier-free places to create change sooner.

Tips for Business Improvement Areas
- Delegate an accessibility advocate who can provide up to date information regarding
advancements of the AODA in Ontario. This individual can also be the contact for
business members when questions arise regarding accessibility
- Provide information sessions twice a year for members interested in learning how to
make their spaces more accessible.

Future direction of AccessTO
Establish working relationships with the 5 largest BIAs in Toronto to:
1. Garner interest from businesses to have their space featured on AccessTO
2. Assist the BIAs with information sessions or events that relates to accessibility
3. Create a model of excellence to then market to BIAs all over Ontario who may want to
start their own accessibility project (i.e. AccessVaughan)

Questions?
Feel free to contact us at: info@accessto.ca
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